(a in 0 a out )(k 0 0 k 3 ) + b in 0 b out + 1 (33) (a in 0 a out )(k 0 + 1) + b in 0 b out + 1 (34) so that for D(k 0 ) = min(E k ) and k3 > 0, our policy satisfies item 2). Hence, items 1) and 2) are satisfied by our policy.
ceil(a in (k 0 0 k 3 ) + b in ) 0 ceil(a out (k 0 0 k3) + b out ) (32) (a in 0 a out )(k 0 0 k 3 ) + b in 0 b out + 1 (33) (a in 0 a out )(k 0 + 1) + b in 0 b out + 1 (34) so that for D(k 0 ) = min(E k ) and k3 > 0, our policy satisfies item 2). Hence, items 1) and 2) are satisfied by our policy.
We now show how to recursively calculate E k for all k 2 W . From (26), we can form Tables I and II . From the form of the expressions in Tables I and II, notice that E k k+1 = E k k + a out 0D(k) for all k 0 ; k 0 k, so that min(E k+1 0 fE k+1 k+1 g) = min(E k ) + a out 0 D(k).
It is clear, then, that if we define the set E k = fmin( E k01 ) + a out 0 D(k 0 1)g [ fceil(a out + b out )g (35) for all k 2 W; k 6 = 0 and if we let E 0 = fceil(a out + b out )g, then min(E k ) = min( E k ). Hence, we can define our policy for all k 2 W as D(k) = minf E k [ fA(k) + x(k)gg.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented a new stability analysis of the CAF policy focusing on its transient behavior, shown that the CAOB and RPS policies are stable, and provided a stable implementation for a stream modifier. We have considered only the deterministic case throughout the paper. It would be interesting to study a stochastic version of the problem, for example for the case of failure-prone machines. Also, it is an important open question whether the policies proposed in this paper (and others) can help improve the performance of an FMS.
I. INTRODUCTION
From (12) of the above-mentioned paper, 1 the functional relationship between the tip position and the generalized coordinates considering only the first two vibratory modes is y TP = Lq 0 + 1 (L)q 1 + 2 (L)q 2 (1) where qi denotes the generalized coordinates and i(L) the mode shape functions of the flexible arm.
In the paper, 1 Qian and Ma define the tip position error x1 as the difference between the current tip position yTP and the set point x ST . Without loss of generality it was assumed that xST = 0: (2) Hence x1 = yTP (3) and x2 was defined as x 2 = _ x 1 = _ y TP :
The switching line was constructed as S = x 2 (t) + Cx 1 (t) = 0:
The claim was that with C > 0, so long as the system variables stay on this switching line, they will converge to zero exponentially. But it is pointed out here that in view of (1), (5) is not a switching line but a switching hypersurface because when (1) is substituted in (5) what results is
The stability of the system (represented by (9)-(12) 1 ) in SM will now depend upon this hypersurface. We now present the steps involved in checking the asymptotic stability of the system when sliding motion occurs on (6) [8] . Equation (6) can be expressed as
where X is as defined by (9) 1 and (8) We make the following transformation of states:
where
M is chosen such that 
Examination of the switching vector in (8) reveals that the freedom in choosing this vector is restricted to only the choice of C. The stability of (19) for the system represented by (9)-(12), 1 with positive values for C (same as used by Qian and Ma), was investigated. The system parameters given in [5] were employed for this. They correspond to I  PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE FLEX-ARM   TABLE II  MODAL PARAMETERS OF THE VIBRATIONAL MODES   TABLE III  EIGENVALUES OF THE EQUIVALENT SYSTEM IN SLIDING MODE   a flexible link with the physical parameters given in Table I . The system parameters used [5] are given in Table II.  Table III presents the eigenvalues of (19) thus obtained. It may be noted that we have two positive eigenvalues for nominal values of i (L). Qian and Ma have presented in their paper simulation results that correspond to stable performance of the system, but they have not stated the system parameters used for simulation studies. Since some of the system parameters are explicitly present in (6) which describes the switching surface that emanates from the switching line, they are crucial in determining the stability of the system in SM. A wrong selection of these parameters may suffice to render a stable performance, whereas the actual system performance can be unstable. Even if we assume that to begin with, the choice of C is such as to yield a stable system in SM, there is no guarantee that this stability will be maintained because the mode shape functions i (L) are subjected to variations whenever payload conditions vary or disturbances act on the tip. This in turn will result in variations in the switching vector (8) and lead to a changing switching surface. These variations can be such that the resulting sliding motion becomes unstable. In other words the method of Qian and Ma offers no guarantee that the system in SM will remain stable irrespective of variations in i(L). An examination of the shift in the eigenvalues of (19) in the last three rows of Table III , which corresponds to an increase of 40% introduced in 1 (L), reveals this fact. It also becomes evident that the method does not offer any invariance property at all. In the paper 1 Qian and Ma mention the invariance property of their controller but present no simulation results to support their claim. It also becomes evident that a changing switching surface implies that the controller will fail to maintain sliding mode motion at all. 
This matrix satisfies conditions (11) and (12) and is also invertible.
In the next section we present a variable structure control (VSC) design for the flexible link which guarantees the stability of the system in SM, even in the presence of parameter variations and disturbance effects.
II. DESIGN OF THE VARIABLE STRUCTURE CONTROLLER FOR SINGLE FLEXIBLE LINK
Referring to (9)- (12) 1 we define
as the desired states of the system. Without loss of generality we may assume q id = 0; i= 0; 1; 2:
Also _ q id = 0. We define the error vector as
where X is the same as defined by (9). 1 We choose the switching surface as
The switching vector G has to be selected such that G 1 and G 2 as in (16) make the equivalent system in SM of (19) asymptotically stable. Since we have the freedom to select all the elements of G independent of one another, unlike the case of G in (8) , this poses no difficulty. This also provides the freedom to place the eigenvalues of (19) at desired locations. The switching vector was selected as 
The transformation matrix of (20) was used for checking the stability of the equivalent system (19) that emerged from the use of (25) as switching vector. The system parameters used were those given in Table II . The eigenvalues of (19) were seen to be placed at 0101:79 6 j 79; 022:97 6 j 68:31; 02:87:
Since the elements of G are constants, the switching surface here remains fixed unlike the switching surface of (6). The controller is then chosen as 
The controller gains can be solved for by letting each term in (28) to be separately less than zero. Knowledge of the upper and lower bounds of the elements in A and b of (10) 1 helps to select the values for the controller gains. This in turn guarantees the invariance property to variations in these parameters. For simplicity, it is assumed that the expected variations in parameters are only a decrease in ! 1 , the upper bound of which is assumed as 45%. This permits us to assign to some of the controller gains values such that the coefficients of the corresponding terms in (28) are equal to zero. This simplifies the design process considerably. The solution of (28) fetched the following controller gains: 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulation studies of the controller designed in Section I were made using the software package MATLAB. Fig. 1 shows the tip position and control torque thus obtained. Fig. 2 presents the vibrational mode responses of the flexible link. It is noted that the vibrational modes are damped out quickly, and the tip is positioned at the set point.
Since the flexible arm is a complex, distributed-parameter system whose parameters are quite uncertain and may change with time, the state-space model obtained may be quite imperfect in practice. Mismatch can occur between the actual parameters and the obtained parameters in A and b matrices of (10) 1 and also between the actual values and the obtained values of the mode shape functions i(L). It was seen in [1] (where an optimal controller was designed considering only the rigid and the first three vibratory modes) that instability occurred for a 45% decrease in ! 1 . Also, more than a 10% increase in 1(L) seriously degraded the response, and the controller became unstable for 35% change. Here the robustness property of the designed controller was tested by introducing a decrease of 45% in ! 1 and an increase of 40% in 1 (L). The responses obtained from simulation with these parameter variations are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. It is noted that the controller performance is not affected by any of these variations. Thus the simulation results also reveal that the system remains invariant to wide variations in parameters and disturbances. It may be noted that a positive change in 1(L) means that the flexible beam's deformation for the first mode is larger than predicted [1] , and this can be due to disturbance forces acting on the tip or due to payload variations as already mentioned.
We had included only the rigid body mode and the first two vibratory modes in our design. Higher vibratory modes that fall within the bandwidth of actuator/sensor can be included in the design without any complexity. However, the unsmooth control signal of VSC may excite those modes not included in the design, and this may cause possible instability of the system. In that case, as pointed out in the paper, 1 using either a continuous control signal approximation instead of the unsmooth discontinuous control signal within a small band neighboring the switching surface, as suggested in [6] , or the insertion of a low pass filter ahead of the plant to yield a smoother control signal may solve this problem.
IV. CONCLUSION
The major drawback in the variable structure sliding mode controller (VSSMC) design by Qian and Ma 1 has been shown. A VSC design that overcomes this drawback has been presented. The control algorithm presented is simple and easy to implement. The simulation results show that the controller succeeds in damping out the vibrational modes very quickly and achieving the desired tip position response. The system also remains insensitive to parameter variations and disturbance effects.
Comments on "An Improved Razumikhin-Type Theorem and Its Applications"
Xuerong Mao
Abstract-Recently Xu and Liu 1 tried to improve the well-known
Razumikhin theorem on the stability of differential functional equations.
However, the proof of their main result contains an error, so the results 1 may not be correct.
It is well known that the Razumikhin theorem (cf. Hale [1] ) enables us to employ Lyapunov functions instead of Lyapunov functionals to study the stability of an n-dimensional functional differential equation _ x(t) = f(t; x t ) on t t 0 :
Assume f (t; 0) = 0 on t t 0 . However, the Razumikhin theorem is sometimes not convenient in applications due to the construction of several functions required. It is certainly useful to improve the theorem or to give alternative conditions. It was in this spirit that Xu and Liu 1 tried to improve the theorem. The aim of this paper is to point out an error in a proof of a main theorem in the above-mentioned paper. 1
To explain, let us first state the Razumikhin theorem. All notations used here are the same as in Hale [1] or Xu and Liu 1 and will be used without any explanation. 
2) There is a continuous nondecreasing function p : R + ! R + with p(s) > s for s > 0 such that
for all t t 0 and those continuous functions x t := fx(t + ) : 0r 0g 2 C H satisfying
Then the zero solution of (1) Using the assumed-mode method, the plant model is derived. The discontinuous control law based on the variable structure system theory for the noncollocated manipulator tip position control is then designed. The position state variables are obtained directly from the inversion of the output submatrix multiplied by the sensor measurements. The velocity state variables are estimated through decoupled estimators-a separate first-order observer for each of the system's modes under consideration. Different sampling periods are used for the estimator and the controller. The performance of the controller is evaluated through a series of simulations, followed by an analysis of the designed control system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today's robots share the common feature of being heavy and bulky. Such kinds of robots have a series of drawbacks. They operate at low speed. They have low load-to-weight ratio and high energy consumption. These properties lead to low productivity and efficiency. To improve the performance of the robots they must be built ever lighter, which will eventually lead to flexibility of the links.
Lightweight robots, though having a series of potential advantages over the conventional rigid robots, have posed more stringent requirements on the control system design. These arms generally have highly vibratory poles and low damping factors. Therefore they are prone to deflection and vibration. Thus accurate position control becomes difficult. A flexible arm is a distributed parameter system of infinite order, but due to the limitations of the computer facility, sensor inaccuracy and system's noise, it has to be approximated to a lower order model and controlled by a controller of finite order. The so-called "control spillover" and "observation spillover" will thus occur, which, under certain conditions may lead to instability. In a one-link flexible robot arm, the sensor and actuator are located at the two ends of the arm. They are thus noncollocated. Such kinds of systems are difficult to control and the attainable performance is highly limited.
Most of the previously proposed control strategies for flexible arm control are based on optimal control theory [I]- [4] . A few researchers tried adaptive control methods [5] - [6] . Cannon and Schmitz first introduced noncollocated endpoint position measurement and control with experimental results [ 7 ] . There were also several studies on variable structure control system and its application to robot systems, but limited to only rigid arms or collocated flexible arm joint control [8] -[ 1 11.
When the arm is flexible, applying variable structure control to noncollocated tip position tracking involves special difficulties as shown in this study.
In this note we present a new control design for the noncollocated tip position control of a flexible one-link manipulator arm based on variable structure system theory. In Section I1 the experimental setup is briefly introduced. An analytical model is obtained using the assumed-mode method. A state-space description is derived from the truncation of the distributed system. In Section 111 the new controller design is presented followed by simulation results. The proposed design for the noncollocated flexible arm is analyzed in Section IV.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND ITS MODEL
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The arm is constructed from a single continuous aluminum beam. The only control available is the motor at the single rotating joint. An infrared light-emitting diode is fixed at the tip of the arm. The pulsed signal emitted by the LED at the tip is received by a position-sensitive device mounted at the hub. Four pairs of strain gauges are cemented to the arm to measure the vibration. Joint angle and angular position are measured by built-in optical encoder in the motor. A torque ring is used to measure the motor torque output. IN denotes the hub moment of inertia, it includes the motor rotor and the clamping mass. p is the linear mass density. E is Young's modulus. I is the crosssectional moment of inertia of the arm. T4 is the torque applied by the motor. L is the length of the arm. Or is a fixed reference line. OX is the arm's neutral axis when the arm is rigid. The displacement of any point P along the flexible arm's neutral axis at a distance x from the hub is given by the hub angle O ( t ) and the small elastic deflection w ( x , t ) measured from line OX as shown in Fig. 2 . This displacement y is related to w as follows:
( 1 )
y ( x , t ) = w ( x , t ) + x e ( t ) .
The analytical model has been derived using the following procedure: First, we write out the energy equation of the system. By applying Hamilton's principle we obtain a partial differential equation (PDE) and its four boundary conditions as follows:
a4y a2y ax4 atz
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Second, take the Laplace transform of the equations (2)-(6) and solve for the roots of the determinant of coefficient matrix, we obtain a series of natural vibration modes of the system. Third, using the assumed-mode method the system variables can be ex-pressed as
where the space dependent function &(x) is the eigen function of the ith mode, the time-dependent function qi( t ) is the generalized coordinate of the system. Using Lagrange equation we can obtain a series of decoupled ordinary differential equations with the form: Fourth, by truncating the series of ODE'S we get a low-order state-space description as follows (retaining 3 vibration modes): 
VSSMC DESIGN AND SIMULATION
In variable structure sliding mode control (VSSMC) design, it is essential to use the error signal and its derivatives to form the coordinates and the switching hypersurface so that when the state variables slide on the switching hypersurface to the origin, the system error goes to zero and the desired target state is reached. Among the various error signals in the system, the variable that we concern most is the tip position error.
It is well known that in rigid robot control, the tip position can be controlled via joint angle measurement and control. However, when the link is flexible, the tip position no longer has the simple fixed relationship with the joint angle, as is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . Here, the link length is a little bit shorter than 1 meter, therefore according to rigid link relationship, the tip vibration amplitude is a little bit of phase shift too. Therefore in a flexible arm control, it is of crucial importance to use the tip position measurement to achieve accurate tip position control.
We choose the error of tip position and the derivative of this error as the state variable to be controlled. Then the error signal is:
where y,, is the current tip position. x s , is the set point. x , is the tip position error. Without loss of generality we may assume where C > 0 is the controller parameter we can manipulate, which determines the convergence rate when the state is in sliding motion on the switching line.
From (17) we have
x l ( t ) = xl(0)e-C'.
i.e., Therefore, so long as the system variables stay on the switching line, they will converge to zero exponentially. The next step is to ensure that all of the states will be directed towards the switching line. This may be satisfied by letting
Using the information contained in the analytical model (retaining two vibration modes) we have
where the constant coefficients are 
From (21) - (23) Since a wide range of values will satisfy each inequality, we can select from each range a proper value for each of to $7 to achieve the effect of different weighting on the state variables. The control signal is then obtainable from (24).
Moreover, by letting some of the controller parameters $f's take the values such that the coefficients of the corresponding terms in (22) are equal to zero, we can simplify the design process considerably. In that case only a few controller parameters need to be determined. The state variables qo, q , , q2 are readily obtainable through the measurement equation, since the submatrix relating these state variables and the output measurements is nonsingular and thus invertible. The rows in the output submatrix corresponding to strain gauge measurements are amplified 100 times to get a wellconditioned matrix inverse. The position state variables thus obtained can now be viewed as new system's output as follows: 
.
J O
Di, = L T e x p ( k l l * t ) dt*k,, = ___ *kl3.
(36)
kl,
The control algorithm presented above is simple and easy to implement. Furthermore, the physical meaning for the controller parameters is clear and easily understood.
A series of simulations are carried out. The controller is designed based on the system model retaining two vibration modes. However, the plant is simulated with five vibration modes in addition to the rigid mode. The states are estimated every 25 ms, the control is 
IV . DISCUSS~ON
Variable structure sliding mode control has many attractive features. When in sliding mode, it is robust against external disturbances and plant parameter variations. Moreover, the system errors converge to zero along prescribed trajectories.
However, designing VSSMC to control a plant which has low damping factor and highly vibratory poles as well as nonminimum phase zeros caused by noncollocated sensor/actuator involves special difficulties.
To see the difficulties, let us first analyze the nature of a VSSMC controller. VSSMC in its essence is an error nullifying algorithm. The controller drives the system's error and its derivative to a prescribed switching hypersurface. These states (to be referred to as the representative point (RP)) then keep sliding on the hypersurface until they reach zero. The switching hypersurface is so designed that it has a low-order asymptotically convergent characteristics. The controller switches the control to a different level at each side of the switching hypersurface such that an RP at the vicinity will be attracted to the switching hypersurface. Under ideal conditions, when in sliding mode, the switching would occur at infinite frequency. However, in reality, due to the limitation of the switching mechanism and the nonidealities in the system, e.g., time delays and small unmodeled time constants, etc. the switching will occur at finite frequency. Then the RP will be "chattering" around the switching surfaces as it converges to zero. Thus, to eliminate the nonidealities and alleviate the chattering problem, a common practice is to shorten the sampling period as much as possible. Then the following special difficulty arises.
It is well known that some of the NMP plants have the "dip" or "undershoot" Dhenomenon in their resDonse to a steP excitation. The flexible arm tip just has such a behavior. There is an equivalent time delay of about 46 ms between the torque applying instant to the instant when the tip response is in the direction of excitation. Therefore, each time the error is sampled, if we use a small sampling period comparable to 46 ms, the effect of the control signal derived from the error will not be easily determinable. It may actually magnify the error and excite vibration.
Another special difficulty associated with the VSSMr rnntrnl nf control signal approximation instead of the unsmooth discontinuous control signal within a small band neighboring the switching surface as suggested in [9] or a low-pass filter appended to the plant before designing the controller may help solving this problem. We will investigate this in our subsequent research.
At present, the above problems are solved by using large sampling period and lower controller gains. These methods, though achieved success, have their inherent limitations. One of the limitation is the speed. Enlarging the sampling period in a certain sense is a strategy of making the control and the sampled response more correlated. The plant is stable. Therefore this strategy may not cause bursts in intersampling period. However, it limits the highest achievable speed. Another limitation is that reducing the gain has the effect of reducing the margin against parameter variations. Thus it lowered the system's robustness. Therefore these preliminary solution methods need to be further improved.
The crucial point that hindered using small sampling period and large gain lies in the error signal selection. If we choose the error signal to be that between the plant states and that of an ideal attainable optimal states, then we may overcome the difficulties existed in directly using tip position error. In that case we can employ small sampling period and large gains to achieve tighter control. Therefore the next step is to work in this direction. flexible manipulator linkage lies in that the plant here is highly prone to vibration. The unsmooth control signal of VSSMC may excite the residual modes of the plant not retained in the truncated model based on which we designed the controller. If these modes are within the bandwidth of sensor/actuator, they may cause possible instability of the system. In that case using either continuous
V. CONCLUSION

